MAXSA Innovations’ Solar-Powered and Battery-Powered Outdoor Lights are ideal for hard-to-light areas. These lights are easily installed and require no wiring and no electricity. They are perfect for lighting walkways, decks, porches, sheds, barns, garages, signs, flags and carports. Many are also great for indoor use. Durable and weather-resistant, our lights provide a great value for your money.
These MAXSA solar flood lights come with rechargeable batteries that store sunlight during the day to power your lights all night long. All use amorphous solar panels which allows for charging even on cloudy days. Each flood light has an adjustable motion sensor with additional settings for time, motion sensitivity, and LUX (daylight sensitivity). Durable weatherproof housing (passes IP44). All are easy to install and no wiring or electrician needed!

100 LED MAXSA BRIGHT SOLAR-POWERED SECURITY FLOODLIGHT

100 LEDs make this the world’s BRIGHTEST solar motion light available.
- 413 lumens of brightness!
- 6-Volt 4-Ah sealed lead acid rechargeable battery.
- 15-foot cable.
- Activates up to 100 times when on for 1 minute at a time when fully charged.
- Detects motion up to 40 feet away within a 180 degree area.
- Silver colored plastic body.

MODEL# 44449
#44449 UPC: 8 99419 44449 5
Unit: Dim: 10” x 8” x 7.5” Wt: 5 lbs.
Carton: Dim: 22” x 18” x 11.25” Wt: 30 lbs. Qty: 6

80 LED SOLAR-POWERED ALUMINUM SECURITY LIGHT

Rugged durable aluminum body.
- Activates up to 90 times when on for 1 minute at a time when fully charged.
- 3 AA Ni-MH rechargeable batteries.
- 15 Foot cable.
- Detects motion up to 30 feet away within a 130 degree area.
- Aluminum body.

MODEL# 40227
#40227 UPC: 8 99419 40227 3
Unit: Dim: 7” x 9” x 10.5” Wt: 4 lbs.
Carton: Dim: 18.5” x 10.25” x 16” Wt: 16 lbs. Qty: 4

80 LED SOLAR-POWERED SECURITY FLOODLIGHT

Great for your porch, deck, shed or any dark areas outside your house!
- Activates up to 125 times when on for 1 minute at a time when fully charged.
- 6-Volt 4-Ah sealed lead acid rechargeable battery.
- 15-foot cable.
- Detects motion up to 40 feet away within a 180 degree area.
- Plastic body.

MODEL# 40225 (OFF-WHITE) 40226 (BLACK)

#40225 UPC: 8 99419 00094 3
#40226 UPC: 8 99419 00099 8
Unit: Dim: 7” x 9” x 10.5” Wt: 5 lbs.
Carton: Dim: 22” x 18” x 11.25” Wt: 29 lbs. Qty: 6

50 LED SOLAR-POWERED SECURITY FLOODLIGHT

No electricity needed. Just 6 screws and you are installed!
- Activates up to 200 times when on for 1 minute at a time when fully charged.
- 6-Volt 4-Ah sealed lead acid rechargeable battery.
- Detects motion up to 35 feet away within a 180 degree area.
- 15-foot cable.
- Plastic body.

MODEL# 40224 (OFF-WHITE) 40223 (BLACK)

#40224 UPC: 8 99419 40224 5
#40223 UPC: 8 99419 40223 5
Unit: Dim: 10” x 8” x 7.5” Wt: 4 lbs.
Carton: Dim: 24” x 21” x 8.5” Wt: 26 lbs. Qty: 6

HALOGEN SOLAR-POWERED SECURITY FLOODLIGHT

Our 30 watt is the BRIGHTEST halogen motion light available.
- Activates up to 150 one-minute cycles (#40220), or 50 one-minute cycles (#40110) when fully charged.
- Includes 6 volt 4 amp sealed lead acid rechargeable battery.
- Detects motion up to 35 feet away within a 180 degree area.
- 15-foot cable.
- Off-white plastic body.

MODEL# 40110 (30 WATT) 40220 (10 WATT)
#40110 UPC: 8 99419 00074 5
#40220 UPC: 8 99419 00029 5
Unit: Dim: 7” x 9” x 10.5” Wt: 5 lbs.
Carton: Dim: 22” x 18” x 11.25” Wt: 28 lbs. Qty: 6

SUPER-BRIGHT DUAL-HEAD SOLAR SPOTLIGHT

Light up porches, walkways, entryways and more!
- Portable and powerful. Place anywhere you need extra light.
- Great for backyard sheds or farm buildings where electricity is not available.
- 12 LEDs provide bright beams.
- Motion-sensor turns light on automatically.
- Durable metal / plastic body.
- Detects motion up to 25 feet away within a 120 degree area.

MODEL# 44418
#44418 UPC: 8 99419 44418 1
Unit: Dim: 10” x 7.7” x 8” Wt: 3 lbs
Carton: Dim: 30.25” x 8” x 24.25” Wt: 1.8 lbs Qty: 6

To order, please contact us at orders@maxsainnovations.com
Perfect for pathways, driveways and steps.
Also available in a RED/GREEN pack for boaters!

- Adjustable settings allow lights to flash slowly, quickly or stay on continuously.
- Weatherproof LED lights have a high-impact plastic construction and can be driven over by vehicles.
- Mount easily with 2 wood screws or use included ground stakes for easy path lighting.
- Solar-powered lights charge by day and automatically turn on at dusk.

MODEL# 47771 WHITE
47773 AMBER
47774 BLUE
47775 RED/GRN
47776 GREEN
47777 RED

MODEL# 40218 (OFF-WHITE)
40216 (DARK BRONZE)

Dual heads light up 2 different areas!
- Activates up to 150 times when on for 1 minute at a time when fully charged.
- 3 rechargeable Ni-MH batteries.
- 9-foot cable.
- Detects motion up to 30 feet away within a 150 degree area.
- Plastic body.
- Dual adjustable light heads cover a wide area.
- 4 Super-bright LEDs (in each light head).

MODEL# 47332

Perfect for post-mounting, decks or steps.
- 225 minutes of light activation when fully charged.
- One piece design with built in solar panel is easy to mount. Hang from a wall or post or sit on a ledge or step.
- Super-bright LED with silver reflector creates bright illumination in the coverage area.
- 3 rechargeable Ni-MH batteries. Now twice as bright!
- Detects motion up to 25 feet away within a 90 degree area.

MODEL# 48820

Light up your plants whether in a pot or along a border!
- Includes solar panel and 20 lights.
- Ground spikes keep panel and lights securely in place.
- Add light to walkways or garden borders.
- Great way to add nighttime interest to your landscaping.
- 8 hours of light after 6 hours of charging.

MODEL# 40217

A great spotlight to light up steps, walkways and smaller areas!
- Activates up to 120 times when on for 1 minute at a time when fully charged.
- 3 rechargeable Ni-MH batteries.
- 9-foot cable.
- Detects motion up to 30 feet away within a 150 degree area.
- Plastic body.
- Light head is adjustable in multiple directions.

MODEL# 40235

SOLAR MARKER LIGHTS - PKG OF 2

Perfect for pathways, driveways and steps. Also available in a RED/GREEN pack for boaters!
- Adjustable settings allow lights to flash slowly, quickly or stay on continuously.
- Weatherproof LED lights have a high-impact plastic construction and can be driven over by vehicles.
- Mount easily with 2 wood screws or use included ground stakes for easy path lighting.
- Solar-powered lights charge by day and automatically turn on at dusk.

MODEL# 47771 WHITE
47773 AMBER
47774 BLUE
47775 RED/GRN
47776 GREEN
47777 RED

MODEL# 40216
40218

8 LED SOLAR-POWERED DUAL HEAD SECURITY SPOTLIGHT

14 LED SOLAR-POWERED SECURITY SPOTLIGHT

SOLAR PLANT AND BORDER LIGHT

MODEL# 47332

Great for lighting up deck rails, edging and steps!
- Turns on automatically at dusk.
- Provides accent lighting to stairs, deck railings or deck edging.
- 2 Bright LEDs use free energy from the sun.
- Rechargeable NiMH battery included.
- Durable, weatherproof plastic housing lasts for years.
- Improves deck safety.

MODEL# 48820

NEW!

MODEL# 47771 UPC: 8 99419 47771 4
47773 UPC: 8 99419 47773 8
47774 UPC: 8 99419 47774 5
47775 UPC: 8 99419 47775 2
47776 UPC: 8 99419 47776 9
47777 UPC: 8 99419 47777 6

UNIT: Dim: 6.25"x 9.5" x 1.9" Wt: .5 lbs.
Inner Carton: Dim: 21.5"x 4" x 7" Wt: 5 lbs. Qty: 10
Carton: Dim: 22"x 22" x 14" Wt: 53 lbs. Qty: 100

SOLAR-POWERED AND BATTERY-POWERED MOTION-ACTIVATED SPOTLIGHTS

MODEL# 40217 UPC: 8 99419 00093 6

MODEL# 40218 UPC: 8 99419 00095 0

Model# 40235 UPC: 8 99419 00096 7

MODEL# 40218 (OFF-WHITE)
40216 (DARK BRONZE)

NEW!

MODEL# 47771 UPC: 8 99419 47771 4
47773 UPC: 8 99419 47773 8
47774 UPC: 8 99419 47774 5
47775 UPC: 8 99419 47775 2
47776 UPC: 8 99419 47776 9
47777 UPC: 8 99419 47777 6

NEW!

MODEL# 47332 UPC: 8 99419 47332 7

MODEL# 48820 UPC: 8 99419 48820 8

UNIT: Dim: 9" x 5.6" x 6.1" Wt: 1.5 lbs.
Carton: Dim: 16.1" x 10" x 13.4" Wt: 9.0 lbs. Qty: 6

To order, please contact us at orders@maxsainnovations.com
BATTERY-POWERED MOTION-ACTIVATED SECURITY AND CONVENIENCE LIGHTS

SOLAR-POWERED FLOOD LIGHT

MODEL# 40330
Perfect for lighting flags, signs and landscaping.
- 12 Super-bright LEDs.
- Power-saving setting - light stays bright for up to 10 hours on a full charge.
- Durable metal body.
- 3 rechargeable Ni-MH batteries and 15-foot cable.

#40330 UPC: 8 99419 40330 0
Unit: Dim: 5"x7"x8.5" Wt: 3.5 lbs. Carton: Dim: 17.5"x15.5"x10.25" Wt: 22 lbs. Qty: 6

SOLAR-POWERED FLAG LIGHT

MODEL# 40334
Sleek compact design keeps your flag lit up all night.
- Exclusive pole-mount bracket installs easily to flagpoles without tools.
- Turns on automatically at dusk.
- One-piece unit includes adjustable solar panel.
- Provides up to 12 hours of light.

#40334 UPC: 8 99419 40334 8
Unit: Dim: 8.7"x11.2"x6.1" Wt: 2 lbs Carton: Dim: 20"x11.5"x16.75" Wt: 13 lbs Qty: 6

SOLAR-POWERED SHED LIGHT

MODEL# 40440
Find tools and everything you need in your shed! Solar powered. No electricity needed.
- Attaches easily to your shed wall.
- 5 Super-bright LEDs.
- Light up work surfaces and areas in your shed.
- Rechargeable Ni-MH batteries and 14-foot charging cable included.

#40440 UPC: 8 99419 40440 6
Unit: Dim: 8.9"x5.7"x2.7" Wt: 1.2 lbs. Carton: Dim: 18.3"x11.6"x6.6" Wt: 14.3 lbs Qty: 12

BATTERY-POWERED MOTION-ACTIVATED ANYWHERE LIGHT

MODEL# 40241 (WHITE)
40242 (DARK BRONZE)
Perfect for lighting steps, porches, decks or walkways for up to 150 feet!
- 4 Super-bright LEDs.
- 360 Degree adjustable swivel head mounts anywhere with included rotating mounting plate.
- Requires 4 D-cell batteries (not included).
- Detects motion up to 25 feet away within a 110 degree area.
- Batteries typically last for at least a year!

#40241 UPC: 8 99419 40241 9
#40242 UPC: 8 99419 40242 6
Unit: Dim: 7"x9"x10.5" Wt: 1 lbs. Carton: Dim: 18.5"x18.5"x12.75" Wt: 18 lbs. Qty: 18

BATTERY-POWERED MOTION-ACTIVATED OUTDOOR WALL SCONCE

MODEL# 40219 (5 COOL WHITE LEDS)
MODEL# 43319 (5 WARM WHITE LEDS)
Add an elegant wall sconce to your home without electricity.
Model 43319 is the same as 40219, but with warm tone LEDs and a battery-saving switch.
- Metal and plastic body with glass panels and mirrored rear reflector.
- 5 Cool white super bright LED lights.
- Detects motion up to 20 feet away within a 90 degree area.
- Requires 4 C-cell batteries (not included). Batteries typically last for at least a year!

#40219 UPC: 8 99419 00054 7
#43319 UPC: 8 99419 43319 2
Unit: Dim: 8"x6"x15" Wt: 2.75 lbs. Carton: Dim: 18"x14"x16" Wt: 14.5 lbs. Qty: 4

BATTERY-POWERED MOTION-ACTIVATED LED OUTDOOR LIGHT

MODEL# 40230 (WHITE)
40231 (BLACK)
Perfect for lighting steps, porches, decks or for lighting up the steps.
- 5 LED lights automatically turn on when motion is detected at night. No wiring or electrician needed! Durable weatherproof housing (passes IP44). LED lights last up to 10 hours on a full charge.
- Batteries typically last for at least a year!
- Uses 3 AA batteries (not included).

#40230 UPC: 8 99419 40230 9
#40231 UPC: 8 99419 40231 6
Unit: Dim: 4.5"x5"x2.5" Wt: .25 lbs. Carton: Dim: 4.5"x5"x2.5" Wt: .78 lbs Inner Case: Dim: 10"x13"x6.5" Wt: 5.5 lbs. Qty: 6 Master Carton: Dim: 20.5"x26.5"x14" Wt: 44 lbs. Qty: 48

BATTERY-POWERED OUTDOOR NIGHT LIGHT

MODEL# 40341 (WHITE)
40342 (DARK BRONZE)
An outdoor night light that can be used inside or outside. Great for steps!
- Detects motion up to 6 feet away within a 30 degree area.
- 3 Bright LEDs.
- Uses 3 AA batteries (not included).

#40341 UPC: 8 99419 40341 6
#40342 UPC: 8 99419 40342 3
Unit: Dim: 4.5"x5"x2.5" Wt: 2.75 lbs. Carton: Dim: 18.5"x14"x16" Wt: 14.5 lbs. Qty: 4

Ideal indoors or out. Add light to closets, basements, steps, decks, entries, or basements. LED lights automatically turn on when motion is detected at night. No wiring or electrician needed! Durable weatherproof housing (passes IP44). LED lights last up to 30,000 hours (45 years)!
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